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II Glossary 

 

[Ca
2+

] Intracellular Ca
2+

 concentration 

 

CaBBI  Calcium imaging Analysis using Biophysical models and Bayesian Inference 
 

UFARSA Ultra-fast Accurate Reconstruction of Spiking Activity 
 

HVA High-voltage-activated 
 

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio 

 

STP Short-term synaptic plasticity 
 

P 

 

Postnatal day 

 

TM Template matching 

 

GDP 

 

Giant depolarizing potential 

FP Fixed point 

 

FP-domain Fixed point domain 

 

ISN Inhibition-stabilized network 

 

Non-ISN Non-inhibition-stabilized network 

 

ROI Region of interest 
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III Summary 

Calcium imaging has emerged as a promising technique to indirectly measure the neural activity 

of populations of neurons, thereby enabling the functional analysis of these assemblies. This 

technique has been used to study the neural mechanisms and phenomena under a wide range of 

experimental and behavioral conditions. These include, as a point of interest for this thesis, the 

sparsification phenomenon occurring during early neocortical development, where population 

activity undergoes a dramatic transition from largely synchronized (cluster activity) to a 

relatively sparse mode around the time of eye-opening in rodents. Despite its wide-range of 

applications, the fluorescence traces (time-series) recorded by this technique are temporally 

smeared. This restricts the accurate reconstruction of quantities of interest such as spike times. 

Therefore, several spiking activity reconstruction methods have been introduced, where most of 

them are limited in dealing with issues such as variability in the kinetics of fluorescence 

transients, fast processing of long-term data, measurement noise and high firing rates. In addition, 

none of these methods provide insights into the underlying, intrinsic neuronal dynamics or 

biophysical parameters. As the first goal of this thesis, we sought to tackle these issues by 

introducing two novel reconstruction methods: i) CaBBI (Calcium imaging Analysis using 

Biophysical models and Bayesian Inference), and ii) UFARSA (Ultra-fast Accurate 

Reconstruction of Spiking Activity). While CaBBI is a neuronal model-based method aiming at 

inferring the underlying biophysical quantities such as membrane potential (thus, spikes) and 

voltage-gated channels’ conductance, UFARSA is a heuristic method focusing on providing an 

ultra-fast, near-automatic reconstruction of spiking activities only. As the second goal, we sought 

to provide novel mechanistic insights into sparsification, whose underlying mechanisms are 

currently poorly understood. To this end, by integrating experimental findings, including only 

recently measured calcium imaging data covering the time course of sparsification, we present a 

dynamic systems modeling study of an in vivo developing neural network. With this approach, 

we address several aspects of sparsification such as i) the underlying mechanisms of cluster 

activity generation and its spatiotemporal characteristics, ii) the specific maturational processes 

mediating sparsification, and iii) the potential, developmental refinements in the network’s 

information processing capabilities. Overall, this thesis not only provides novel tools of analyzing 

calcium imaging data in terms of the underlying biophysical quantities or ultra-fast near-

automatic spiking activity reconstruction, but also presents how to analyze these data further with 
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computational models in order to reveal the mechanisms of the sparsification, as a signature of 

cortex maturation. 

IV Zusammenfassung 

Kalzium-Imaging hat sich als vielversprechende Methode zur indirekten Messung neuronaler 

Aktivität erwiesen und dadurch die funktionale Analyse von Neuronenpopulationen ermöglicht. 

Diese Methode wurde bereits eingesetzt um neuronale Mechanismen und Phänomene unter einer 

Vielzahl unterschiedlicher experimenteller und behavioraler Bedingungen zu untersuchen. Dazu 

gehört unter anderem das sogenannte “Sparsification“-Phänomen, welches von besonderem 

Interesse für diese Arbeit ist. Dieses Phänomen ist während der neokortikalen Entwicklung in 

Nagetieren zu beobachten, wenn großflächig synchronisierte Cluster-Aktivität einem Muster 

spärlicher Neuronenaktivität weicht. Dieses Phänomen tritt um den Zeitpunkt der 

Augenöffnungsphase der Jungtiere auf. Trotz des weit verbreiteten Einsatzes von Kalzium-

Imaging ist das gemessene Fluoreszenzsignal zeitlich verschmiert. Dies limitiert die akkurate 

Rekonstruktion von Systemvariablen wie den Zeitpunkten des neuronalen Feuerns. Aus diesem 

Grund wurden bereits verschiedene Methoden zur Rekonstruktion neuronaler Aktivität 

eingeführt, wobei die meisten dieser Methoden Probleme wie die Variabilität der 

Fluoreszenzkinetik, eine schnelle Verarbeitung von Langzeitdaten, Mess-Ungenauigkeiten und 

hohe Feuerraten nur begrenzt zu lösen vermögen. Des Weiteren gibt keine dieser Methoden 

Aufschluss über die intrinsische neuronale Dynamik oder über biophysikalische Parameter. Als 

erstes Ziel dieser Arbeit versuchten wir deshalb, diese Punkte mithilfe zweier neuer 

Rekonstruktionsmethoden anzugehen: i) CaBBI (Calcium imaging analysis using Biophysical 

models and Bayesian Inference), und ii) UFARSA (Ultra-fast Accurate Reconstruction of 

Spiking Activity). Während CaBBI als modellbasierte Methode zum Ziel hat, biophysikalische 

Größen wie das Membranpotential und die Leitfähigkeit von spannungsgesteuerten Ionenkanälen 

zu ermitteln, ist UFARSA eine heuristische Methode zur ultraschnellen, nahezu automatischen 

Rekonstruktion der Zeitpunkte des neuronalen Feuerns. Als zweites versuchten wir, neue 

mechanistische Erkenntnisse zum bisher nur unzureichend verstandenen Sparsification-

Phänomen zu erlangen. Daher präsentieren wir hier ein dynamisches System zur Modellierung 

eines sich in vivo entwickelnden neuronalen Netzwerks anhand unlängst gemessener Kalzium-

Imaging-Daten, welche über den Zeitraum der Sparsification aufgenommen wurden. Dadurch 
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adressieren wir verschiedene Aspekte dieses Phänomens wie i) die zugrundeliegenden 

Mechanismen zur Erzeugung von Cluster-Aktivität und ihrer raumzeitlichen Eigenschaften, ii) 

die spezifischen Maturationsprozesse, welche zur Sparsification führen und iii) die potentielle 

Steigerung der Informationsverarbeitungskapazität des Netzwerks während der Entwicklung. 

Diese Arbeit präsentiert daher zum einen neue Werkzeuge zur Untersuchung von Kalzium-

Imaging-Daten mit Augenmerk auf die zugrundeliegenden biophysikalischen Größen sowie auf 

die ultraschnelle, nahezu automatische Rekonstruktion der Feuerzeitpunkte. Zum anderen 

präsentieren wir hier Analysemethoden zur weiteren Untersuchung solcher Daten anhand von 

Computermodellen, um die Mechanismen des Sparsification-Phänomens als Ausdruck der 

Reifung des Kortex zu entschlüsseln. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Neural network recording techniques 

Measuring and quantifying neuronal network activity is a key to understand the operational 

principles of brain circuits. Available methods, which strongly differ in their spatiotemporal 

resolution, include extracellular recordings of local field potential and spiking activity, magneto- 

and electroencephalography, and functional magnetic resonance imaging. These methods have 

been widely used in both research and clinical studies to investigate the neural network 

mechanisms involved in, e.g., sensory processing, memory, perception, neural development, and 

attention (Chow et al. 2017, Herreras 2016, Baillet 2017, Kirmse et al. 2015, Linden et al. 2011, 

Buzsaki et al. 2012, Jackson und Bolger 2014). Since neurons are the basic functional units in the 

brain, the simultaneous measurement of their activity can enable a closer analysis of the 

mechanisms underlying computations in neuronal networks (Chorev et al. 2009). Among the 

afore-mentioned techniques, only extracellular single-/multi-unit measurements provide single 

cell resolution (Uludag und Roebroeck 2014, Min et al. 2010). However, extracellular recording 

techniques have several issues that limit their potential application (Chorev et al. 2009, Harris et 

al. 2016, Obien et al. 2015). One drawback lies in the cell identification: Isolating single unit 

responses from the recorded traces (time-series) usually involves a spike sorting step, which is a 

very challenging problem given that action potential waveforms of individual neurons may vary 

considerably. Second, the recorded traces are subject to substantial sampling bias in terms of the 

tendency to record from more active and larger neurons. Third, long-term recordings of the same 

units, in particular under in vivo conditions, are in practice difficult. Considering these issues, 

calcium imaging has emerged as an alternative method that not only enables recording of 

neuronal population activity with single cell resolution but also can overcome the issues of multi-

unit recordings. We will describe this relatively new method in the following section. 

1.2. Calcium imaging 

1.2.1. Overview of the technique 
Calcium imaging is a widely used technique to indirectly record the neural activity of both 

individual and populations of neurons (Grienberger und Konnerth 2012, Russell 2011). With this 

technique, the target neural structures are labeled by fluorescence calcium indicators. This can be 

done through a direct injection or a genetically encoding procedure (Lin und Schnitzer 2016, 

Chen et al. 2013b). This enables imaging the changes in the intracellular Ca
2+

 concentration 
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([Ca
2+

]) by optical devices, thereby monitoring the underlying spiking activities. Each spike is 

monitored as a fluorescence transient composed of, usually, a sharp increase (rising phase) 

followed by a slow decay (decaying phase) (Grewe et al. 2010). This follows as spike generation 

activates high-voltage-activated (HVA) calcium channels (L-, N-, P/Q-, and R-type  (Catterall 

2000)) which can in turn trigger a relatively large, fast increase in [Ca
2+

]. Subsequently, different 

cellular pumping and buffering mechanisms decline [Ca
2+

] and govern the decay kinetics of 

transient. 

Calcium imaging is applicable to both in vivo and in vitro brain preparations (Ackman et al. 

2012, Kirmse et al. 2015, Kerr et al. 2005a), and can be performed at multiple spatial structure 

levels from neural sub-compartments (Brenowitz und Regehr 2007, Majewska und Sur 2003), 

individual neurons (Kerr et al. 2005a, Golshani et al. 2009) to rather large neuronal populations  

(Gobel und Helmchen 2007, Ohki et al. 2005, Ackman et al. 2012). The temporal resolution of 

this technique in regular calcium imaging recordings is usually between 20-50 ms. However, with 

the advent of new optical devices (Grewe et al. 2010, Prevedel et al. 2016), this technique can 

reliably acquire data with a temporal resolution up to a millisecond. This technique can also be 

combined with electrophysiological recordings and optogenetic techniques (Kirmse et al. 2015, 

Valeeva et al. 2016, Yang et al. 2018). These features, and in particular the ability of calcium 

imaging to simultaneously record activity of large populations of neurons, has been made it a 

suitable technique for the functional analysis of neural assemblies. In sum, calcium imaging 

provides novel ways for investigating the neural information processing and phenomena 

occurring under diverse experimental and behavioral conditions; e.g. different pharmacological 

manipulations, or spontaneous vs. stimulus-driven conditions (Grienberger und Konnerth 2012, 

Adelsberger et al. 2005, van der Bourg et al. 2016, Yaksi und Friedrich 2006, O'Shea et al. 2017, 

Chen et al. 2013a). 

1.2.2. Analysis limitations: reconstruction challenge 
Despite the wide range of applications of calcium imaging, reconstruction of quantities of interest 

such as exact spiking activity or [Ca
2+

] kinetics from fluorescence traces (time-series) is 

challenging. This is mainly due to the contamination of these traces with different types of 

artifacts, measurement noise, and the intrinsic slow [Ca
2+

] kinetics per se, relative to the fast time 

scale of spikes. Several methods have been already proposed to reconstruct spiking activities 

from fluorescence traces, based on various techniques. These include first derivative (Smetters et 
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al. 1999), nonlinear supervised classifying (Sasaki et al. 2008), template-matching (Greenberg et 

al. 2008, Grewe et al. 2010, Kerr et al. 2005b, Clements und Bekkers 1997), maximum entropy 

(Park et al. 2013), sequential Monte Carlo (Vogelstein et al. 2009), and deconvolution (Moreaux 

und Laurent 2007, Vogelstein et al. 2010, Yaksi und Friedrich 2006, Pnevmatikakis et al. 2016). 

For instance, as example of popular methods, a first-derivative-based method computes the first 

derivative of the fluorescence trace and then threshold it by a specific level to reconstruct the 

spiking events. A template-matching-based method usually, by using a set of specific conditions, 

compares the candidate transients in the recorded trace with an empirical or pre-defined template 

of a fluorescence transient, in order to either accept or reject each candidate as to be evoked by a 

spiking event. A deconvolution-based method usually considers a mathematical model of [Ca
2+

] 

kinetics and its relationship to the observed variable, the fluorescence data. Assuming that the 

convolution of this model with an unknown spiking activity train yielded the recorded trace, 

inversion approaches such as Bayesian inference and the inverse Fourier transform are used to 

reconstruct the spiking events from the recorded trace. 

Whereas these reconstruction methods markedly improved the reconstruction accuracy over 

recent years, they still face a number of important limitations. First, one common property of 

these methods is that they are not able to provide insight into the biophysical quantities such as 

the membrane potential or the conductance of voltage-gated channels, from the recorded calcium 

imaging data. This is mainly because these methods are not based on biophysical models of how 

neurons fire. Clearly, such neuronal models exist and are widely used to model different 

biophysical aspects and firing patterns, based on electrophysiological data (Ermentrout und 

Terman 2010, Izhikevich 2007, Izhikevich 2004). One idea is to use these neuronal models to 

derive generative models of fluorescence traces, and use Bayesian methods to infer about the 

underlying biophysical quantities. For instance, in a similar fashion, for magneto- and 

electroencephalography, inverting such biophysically interpretable models by Bayesian inference 

approaches has been found useful for inferring the underlying neural dynamics and identifying 

brain effective connectivity patterns (David et al. 2006, Kiebel et al. 2009). 

Most established reconstruction techniques are also limited in how they deal with issues such as 

fast processing of long-term data (or data acquired at high temporal resolution), heterogeneity of 

fluorescence transients’ kinetics, relatively high firing rates, measurement noise, and artifacts. In 

addition, the results of these methods usually depend on the user’s expertise in a specific method; 
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e.g. when adapting a method to data with different decay kinetics. These issues are common in 

studies based on calcium imaging recordings and potentially reduce the reliability of the 

reconstruction process. Resolving these issues remains challenging, and is a highly dynamic 

methods research area. 

1.3. Sparsification 

1.3.1. A signature of cortex maturation 
The postnatal development of vertebrates’ cortical networks determines the intricate functionality 

of adult neuronal networks. The proper development of these networks is strongly activity 

dependent (Khazipov und Luhmann 2006, Luhmann et al. 2016). A common characteristic of the 

immature cortical neural networks is to generate largely synchronized network activity, so-called 

cluster activity, or otherwise being mostly silent for relatively long periods (Golshani et al. 2009, 

Kirmse et al. 2015, Rochefort et al. 2009). In mammals, including human infants (Arichi et al. 

2017, Vanhatalo et al. 2005, Colonnese et al. 2010), cluster activity has been observed in 

different brain areas both in vitro (Garaschuk et al. 2000, Dupont et al. 2006, Easton et al. 2014) 

and in vivo (Khazipov et al. 2004, Leinekugel et al. 2002, Yang et al. 2009). The specific 

spatiotemporal patterns of cluster activity are believed to play a critical role in the proper 

development of neural networks (Burbridge et al. 2014, Zhang et al. 2011). Importantly, it has 

been found that the perturbation of these early network activities can bring about long-term 

alterations of cortical and hippocampal networks (Marguet et al. 2015, Tolner et al. 2012). Such 

alterations can be predictive of neurodevelopmental disorders (Kirmse et al. 2018).   

During development, network activity undergoes a dramatic transition from cluster activity to a 

relatively sparse mode around the time of eye-opening in rodents (Colonnese et al. 2010, 

Golshani et al. 2009, Rochefort et al. 2009, van der Bourg et al. 2016). This sparsification 

phenomenon has also been observed in human cortex, which sets in by the time of normal birth 

(Vanhatalo et al. 2005). The Sparse firing is thought to provide an efficient coding strategy for 

neural information processing and storing in adult neural networks (Kerr et al. 2005a, Olshausen 

und Field 2004, Shadlen und Newsome 1994). Since, unlike adult networks, generating cluster 

activity is a ubiquitous feature of many neural structures (Khazipov und Luhmann 2006, 

Luhmann et al. 2016), sparsification is thought to be a universal phenomenon of neural network 

maturation. 
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Importantly, in the recent years, in vivo calcium imaging techniques allowed for a “continuous” 

monitoring of the transition from dense to sparse coding in “intact” developing networks during 

the first postnatal month; i.e. the time course of sparsification process (Golshani et al. 2009, 

Rochefort et al. 2009). These studies not only uncovered the continuous developmental trajectory 

of network activity, but also revealed new characteristics of sparsification which had been 

remained obscure based on in vitro studies. For instance, it was found that sparsification is 

largely, though not entirely (Rochefort et al. 2009), mediated internally rather than being an 

experience dependent phenomenon, or that the loss of large cluster activity occurs around the 

time of eye-opening (Golshani et al. 2009, Rochefort et al. 2009) and not around the 7
th

 postnatal 

day (P7) (Garaschuk et al. 2000).  

Strikingly, the time course of sparsification coincides with major developmental changes in both 

intrinsic neuronal and synaptic properties. These include a sharp increase in the number (or 

density) of glutamatergic and GABAergic synapses (De Felipe et al. 1997, Feldmeyer und 

Radnikow 2009), a potent decrease in membrane resistance, an acceleration of postsynaptic 

currents (Etherington und Williams 2011, Golshani et al. 2009), an increase in background 

activity level (Golshani et al. 2009, Rochefort et al. 2009), as well as profound changes in short-

term synaptic plasticity (STP) (Etherington und Williams 2011, Feldmeyer und Radnikow 2009). 

1.3.2. Underlying mechanisms? 
Despite the established experimental findings, and while sparsification is thought to be a 

development signature of all cortical areas examined to date (Colonnese et al. 2010, Golshani et 

al. 2009, Rochefort et al. 2009, van der Bourg et al. 2016) as well as in human cortex (Vanhatalo 

et al. 2005), the biophysical mechanisms underlying or being involved in sparsification remain 

poorly understood. In particular, it is currently unclear (i) what the origin of spontaneous activity 

in the developing networks is, (ii) what are the essential or perquisite maturational processes for 

transitioning network activity from dense to sparse coding, and (iii) what potential refinements in 

the network information processing capabilities prepare the network for an effective sensory 

processing towards the postnatal onset of sensory transduction. In this line, a computational 

modeling study, taking currently available experimental findings into account, might allow to 

mechanistically address these open questions and generate useful predictions for future 

experimental studies. However, there is currently no such unified modeling approach that 

provides a single explanation for these developmental observations, in a coherent fashion. 
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2. Objectives of this thesis 

There are two goals in this thesis, the first is driven by the need for improved reconstruction 

techniques, and the second by the elusive underlying mechanism of sparsification: 

First, despite the considerable advances in calcium imaging technique over recent years, 

extracting quantities of interest from recorded fluorescence traces remains restricted. The 

restrictions include making inference about relevant biophysical parameters and variables, as well 

as an accurate reconstruction of underlying spiking activities. Therefore, even though many 

different methods have been proposed already, there is still a need for methods which can handle 

issues such as such complex nonlinear relationship between neuronal dynamics and recorded 

fluorescence intensities, measurement noise, artifacts, high firing rates, systematic variation in 

fluorescence transient kinetics, and fast processing of long-term data. Taken together, as the first 

goal of this thesis we focused on developing novel reconstruction methods to overcome these 

limitations. To this end, we sought to develop one neuronal model-based method for making 

inference about the underlying biophysical quantities, and one heuristic method specifically for 

spiking activity reconstruction.  

Second, while accumulating evidence, including recent findings based on vivo calcium imaging 

data (Golshani et al. 2009, Rochefort et al. 2009), suggests that sparsification is a universal 

phenomenon of neural network maturation, the underlying mechanisms governing this 

phenomenon remain poorly understood. For instance, it has not completely understood yet that i) 

how in the absence of sensory inputs, an immature network can be quiescent for relatively long 

periods and then abruptly elicit large cluster activity, ii) which biophysical parameters govern the 

spatiotemporal characteristics of cluster activity, iii) which, and how, specific maturational 

processes drive sparsification, iv) what is the role of GABA during the first postnatal week, and 

v) how information processing capabilities of a developing network are refined during 

sparsification, to prepare it for an effective processing of sensory stimuli towards the time of  

eye-opening. Therefore, as the second goal of this thesis we aimed at addressing these open 

questions. To this end, we first sought to combine well-established neural network models with 

the experimentally measured developmental trajectory of neurobiological parameters and 

network activity, in order to emulate the in vivo activity of a developing network during the first 

postnatal month. We then used a dynamics system approach in combination with network 
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simulations to investigate different firing and information processing characteristics of the 

developing network. 
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3. Manuscript overview  

Manuscript I 

Inferring Neuronal Dynamics from Calcium Imaging Data Using Biophysical Models and 

Bayesian Inference 

Vahid Rahmati , Knut Kirmse, Dimitrije Marković, Knut Holthoff, Stefan J. Kiebel 

PLoS Computational Biology, 2016 Feb; 12, e1004736, doi: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004736 

(IF:4.58) 

Date of acceptance: 5
th

 January, 2016 

In this publication, we developed a novel deconvolution method called CaBBI: Calcium imaging 

Analysis using Biophysical models and Bayesian Inference. CaBBI is the first method in 

providing insights into the biophysical quantities underlying calcium imaging data. To this end, 

in a Bayesian framework, it inverts both well-established and novel biophysical generative 

models, which create a direct link between neuronal dynamics, e.g. membrane potential and 

fluorescence traces. Using both synthetic and experimental fluorescence traces, we show that 

CaBBI not only performs accurate spiking activity reconstruction but also reliably infers the 

relevant biophysical parameters and variables like membrane potential or [Ca
2+

] kinetics, as well 

as the parameter changes e.g. due to a pharmacological intervention. Software repository and 

wiki for CaBBI can be found at: http://mbb-team.github.io/VBA-toolbox/wiki/CaBBI/.  

V.R., K.K., K.H. and S.J.K. designed the study. V.R. developed the method and generative 

models, ran the simulations, and analyzed the data. KK performed the experiments and 

participated in analyzing the data. V.R., K.K., K.H. and S.J.K. participated in the interpretation of 

the data and results. V.R., K.K., D.M., K.H. and S.J.K. wrote the manuscript. 

 

Personal contribution: 80% 

 

 

http://mbb-team.github.io/VBA-toolbox/wiki/CaBBI/
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Manuscript II 

Ultra-fast accurate reconstruction of spiking activity from calcium imaging data 

Vahid Rahmati, Knut Kirmse, Knut Holthoff, Stefan J. Kiebel 

Journal of Neurophysiology, 2018 May; 119(5): 1863-1878, doi: 10.1152/jn.00934.2017 

(IF:2.89) 

Date of acceptance: 15
th

 February, 2018 

In this publication, we developed a novel reconstruction method called UFARSA: Ultra-fast 

Accurate Reconstruction of Spiking Activity. UFARSA is a heuristic, model-free-type method 

for reconstructing spiking activity from calcium imaging data. Using both synthetic and 

experimental data, we demonstrated that for a noisy fluorescence trace it provides an ultra-fast, 

accurate, near-automatic reconstruction of both isolated and within-burst spikes, as well as spike 

count per transient. The reconstruction is robust against the heterogeneity in the rise and decay 

kinetics or amplitudes of transients. Furthermore, it can correct for several artifacts, including fast 

and rather complex, slowly varying temporal drifts as frequently observed in in vivo data. 

Software repository and wiki for UFARSA can be found at: 

https://github.com/VahidRahmati/UFARSA. 

   

V.R., K.K., K.H. and S.J.K. designed the study. V.R. developed the method, ran the simulations, 

and analyzed the data. V.R., K.K., K.H. and S.J.K. participated in the interpretation of the data 

and results. V.R., K.K., K.H. and S.J.K. wrote the manuscript. 

 

Personal contribution: 80% 

 

 

 

https://github.com/VahidRahmati/UFARSA
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Manuscript III 

Developmental Emergence of Sparse Coding: A Dynamic Systems Approach 

Vahid Rahmati, Knut Kirmse, Knut Holthoff, Larse Schwabe, Stefan J. Kiebel 

Scientific Reports (Nature), 2017 October; 7 (1):13015, doi: 10.1038/s41598-017-13468-z 

(IF:4.6) 

Date of acceptance: 25
th

 September, 2017 

In this publication, we provided the first mechanistic insights into the sparsification phenomenon. 

To this end, we presented a computational dynamic systems modeling study of an in vivo 

developing neural network, based on experimentally measured trajectories of intrinsic neuronal 

and synaptic parameters as well as network activity, during first postnatal month. By using the 

mathematical tool of stability analysis and network simulations, we derived several key results 

regarding this phenomenon. Importantly, we revealed the potent effect of a transient unstable 

state, hidden in network firing dynamics on its cluster activity generation. We addressed the 

mechanisms governing the spatiotemporal characteristics of cluster activity and the 

developmental refinements in network’s information processing capabilities, over the 

sparsification time course. Furthermore, we quantified the effect of different maturational 

processes on driving sparsification, in terms of network biophysical parameters. This work not 

only suggests how adult sparse coding networks may emerge developmentally, but also provides 

concrete predictions to be tested experimentally. 
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5. Discussion 

In this thesis, we focused on two goals: i) developing novel methods for extracting information 

about biophysical parameters and variables as well as spiking activities, underlying calcium 

imaging data, and ii) using these data in combination with well-established computational 

modeling methods to investigate sparsification as an essential, universal phenomenon of neural 

networks maturation. In the following, we discuss the results that we obtained towards these two 

goals. 

5.1. Calcium imaging processing methods 
Extracting quantities of interest from the recorded fluorescence traces remains still challenging, 

mainly due to the intrinsic slow [Ca
2+

] kinetics per se as compared to the time scale of spikes, 

and different types of noise and artifacts. The proposed reconstruction methods (e.g. see 

(Greenberg et al. 2008, Grewe et al. 2010, Park et al. 2013, Sasaki et al. 2008, Vogelstein et al. 

2010, Vogelstein et al. 2009, Yaksi und Friedrich 2006, Pnevmatikakis et al. 2016)) to overcome 

these issues have certain limitations in e.g. making inference about biophysical quantities 

underlying the fluorescence traces, performing a fast processing of long-term data, adapting 

readily to the variability in kinetics of fluorescence transients, and minimizing the need for user 

interaction. Accordingly, we developed two novel methods for analyzing calcium imaging data: 

CaBBI (Calcium imaging Analysis using Biophysical models and Bayesian Inference) (Rahmati 

et al. 2016) and UFARSA (Ultra-fast Accurate Reconstruction of Spiking Activity) (Rahmati et 

al. 2018). We discuss these two methods in the following sections. 

5.1.1. CaBBI: novelty of the method 

CaBBI (Rahmati et al. 2016) is a novel probabilistic, neuronal deconvolution-based method. It is 

the first method which enables making inference about the biophysical variables and parameters 

underlying calcium imaging data. To develop this method, we pursued the idea that the principled 

knowledge about neuronal dynamics, including spike and burst generation mechanisms, can be 

employed to infer the underlying biophysical quantities. CaBBI uses a variational Bayesian 

inference method (Daunizeau et al. 2014, Daunizeau et al. 2009) to invert the biophysical 

generative models of fluorescence data. As generative models, we proposed to use novel 

biophysical models which create a direct and parsimonious link between the neuronal dynamics, 

e.g. the membrane potential (rather than only the spikes), and fluorescence trace; such 

biophysically informed generative models have not been introduced before, and have specific 
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advantages which we discuss in next section. We derived three different generative models, 

which are based on the well-known FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) neuron model (FitzHugh 1955, 

Fitzhugh 1961) or two novel neuron models that we developed in this thesis; i.e. the Quadratic-

Gaussian integrate-and-fire (QGIF) and Bursting-QGIF neuron models. The QGIF (1D) and 

Bursting-QGIF (2D) are non-hybrid (i.e. differentiable) I&F models, where, with a minimum 

number of neuronal variables, they can emulate different spiking and bursting patterns observed 

in electrophysiological data. By developing the family of QGIF-family neuron models, we aimed 

at reducing the model complexity for model inversion. 

5.1.2. CaBBI: advantages and limitations 
To the best of the author’s knowledge, CaBBI is the first method which enables making inference 

about the intrinsic neuronal dynamics (e.g. membrane potential or [Ca
2+

] kinetics) and 

biophysical parameters (e.g. the conductance of voltage-gated channels), underlying calcium 

imaging data. This unique feature of CaBBI is a result of its biophysical modeling basis, where 

biologically interpretable spiking and bursting neuronal models are used as generative models. In 

addition, this feature of CaBBI enables it to directly infer and quantify the changes in biophysical 

parameters, caused by e.g. a selective pharmacological manipulation. Importantly, this allows the 

user to test specific hypotheses by assigning appropriate priors which are susceptible for the 

expected changes due to an intervention. Although not shown here, by using formal model 

comparisons, including Bayesian model selection (Rigoux et al. 2014, Stephan et al. 2009), the 

user can then proceed by comparing this change-sensitive model against an alternative model that 

does not expect this change. As such an application, we showed that CaBBI can reliably infer the 

changes in calcium decay time-constant and in M-type potassium channels, which had been 

caused by simulated pharmacological interventions. 

Using biophysically informed generative models has also the great advantage of constraining the 

possible fluorescence kinetics and variations. This is important in making the inference robust 

against noise sources which are unlikely to be generated by the generative models. Moreover, the 

Bayesian approach of CaBBI enables the user to incorporate prior knowledge about the values or 

about the plausible range of biophysical quantities. To this end, the user can choose the width of 

the prior distributions to effectively inform the inversion to what extent the parameters should be 

determined from the data or by prior knowledge. Using model comparison techniques can then 
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enable selecting the best model among different prior expectations (Rigoux et al. 2014, Stephan 

et al. 2009) (not shown in this thesis).  

Finally, we showed that CaBBI is not only robust against measurement noise, but can be 

intrinsically adapted to fluorescence transients with rather variable rise and decay kinetics. This is 

because CaBBI is informed by its biophysical generative models about the possible kinetics. This 

is important because methods based on fixed or prototypical templates of fluorescence transients 

(Greenberg et al. 2008, Grewe et al. 2010, Kerr et al. 2005b, Yaksi und Friedrich 2006, Kerr et al. 

2007) or model-based methods assuming, e.g., only sharp rise kinetics (Vogelstein et al. 2010, 

Vogelstein et al. 2009) may face severe difficulties in handling data with rather variable transient 

shapes and slow rise kinetics, respectively. For example, such slow rise kinetics lasting several 

hundred milliseconds can be observed in the recordings with genetically-encoded fluorescence 

calcium indicators (Chen et al. 2013b, Reiff et al. 2005, Lin und Schnitzer 2016), or in our data 

recorded from immature hippocampal neurons; see also (Takano et al. 2012). In particular, by 

applying CaBBI to these neonatal data, without any manual interaction to adapt the method 

parameters, we were able to reconstruct the spatiotemporal patterns of cellular activation during 

giant depolarizing potential (GDPs) waves in hippocampus (Ben-Ari et al. 2007, Takano et al. 

2012). This indicates that CaBBI can also be used as a reliable method to infer the complex 

characteristics of immature neural networks. 

Beyond the novel features of CaBBI, it has however some limitations. All of these limitations can 

be overcome by extensions and further development of the method but require future work. One 

of them is its need for rather long computer run times to process a fluorescence trace, as 

compared to established methods (Sasaki et al. 2008, Vogelstein et al. 2010). This is mainly due 

to the Bayesian framework that we used and also the implementation in Matlab. Secondly, to 

avoid over-parameterization and reducing the complexity of the generative models for inversion 

we had to fix many parameters and use suitable priors, based on previous experimental studies. 

This was necessary to preclude CaBBI from being too unconstrained, and also to guide the 

inversion to explore in, and converge to, biologically interpretable parameter regimes. Third, the 

currently used generative models of CaBBI are not able to infer spike counts from the amplitude 

of fluorescence transient: The transient amplitudes can in principle encode the number of spikes 

underlying those transients. This limitation is presumably due to the biophysical essence of 
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spiking and bursting neuron models which we used in CaBBI, where each transient is essentially 

considered to be evoked by one spike, regardless of the transient amplitude. 

In sum, CaBBI, rather than being a pure reconstruction method only, is the first method which 

enables analysis of calcium imaging data in term of underlying biophysical parameters and 

variables. 

5.1.3. UFARSA: novelty of the method 
Inferring other biophysical quantities than spiking activity might be unnecessary for experiments 

which require only the underlying firing patterns to address their questions. Therefore, we 

developed UFARSA as a novel heuristic, model-free-type method, focusing on spiking activity 

reconstruction only (Rahmati et al. 2018). UFARSA provides several advantages in this specific 

task, while avoiding the rather complex inversion process of CaBBI. This method is mainly based 

on a set of new, heuristic algorithms, which can be subdivided into five components: i) Pre-

processing, ii) Reconstruction, iii) Timing correction, iv) Spike-count estimation, and v) 

Demerging. In a sequential manner, UFARSA applies these components to a given fluorescence 

trace to reconstruct the underlying spiking activities, i.e. both event time and spike count per 

fluorescence transient. 

5.1.4. UFARSA: advantages and limitations 

A main feature of UFARSA is its capability in providing a near-automatic reconstruction of 

spiking activities. All the established methods, to the best of the author’s knowledge, have at least 

one parameter required to be set by the user for new data; i.e. for data which were recorded under 

a different setting than those used to develop that method. For instance, such a manual 

parametrization is required in template matching method to determine, at least, a new template of 

fluorescence transient, or in the fast filter method to set a new threshold for extracting inferred 

spiking activities (Clements und Bekkers 1997, Greenberg et al. 2008, Grewe et al. 2010, Kerr et 

al. 2007, Kerr et al. 2005b). However, in the absence of joint electrophysiological data, which is a 

common situation for calcium imaging recordings, finding optimal parameter values is practically 

not possible. Consequently, the selection of parameter values, and thus the reconstruction 

accuracy, usually depends on the user’s experience with the specific method and the data at hand. 

In contrast, UFARSA allows for a near-automatic reconstruction from different fluorescence data 

types (e.g. differing in terms of their rise and decay kinetics). The main two reasons for this 

feature are as follows. First, we have proposed a data-driven approach for setting the central 
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parameter (i.e. the leading threshold) of UFARSA. This approach allows the user to effectively 

avoid the typical search process for optimal parameter values; in contrast to most of the 

established methods such as (Clements und Bekkers 1997, Greenberg et al. 2008, Grewe et al. 

2010, Vogelstein et al. 2010, Vogelstein et al. 2009, Yaksi und Friedrich 2006). The second 

reason lies in the model-free essence of UFARSA which enables it to automatically adapt to 

transients with different rise and decay kinetics or amplitudes, both within and across 

fluorescence traces (or region of interest; ROIs). This is in contrast to most of the model- or 

template-based methods (Clements und Bekkers 1997, Greenberg et al. 2008, Grewe et al. 2010, 

Kerr et al. 2007, Kerr et al. 2005b, Vogelstein et al. 2010, Vogelstein et al. 2009). Moreover, 

UFARSA can use the variability in the transient amplitudes presented within in a fluorescence 

trace to estimate the spike count per transient. Such an estimation of the number of spikes 

underlying a transient is not possible for e.g. CaBBI; it considers each transient to be evoked by 

maximum one spiking event (e.g. one spike). 

Beyond its near-automatic feature, UFARSA is an ultra-fast reconstruction method. Why is this 

important? Long-term calcium imaging and data recorded at a high sampling frequency (e.g. 1 

kHz) can enable studying long-term neural activity patterns with a high temporal resolution 

(Grewe et al. 2010, Grienberger und Konnerth 2012, Prevedel et al. 2016). However, analyzing 

such data remains challenging due to at least two issues: i) the measurement noise is effectively 

increased by increasing the imaging sampling frequency, and ii) a fast reconstruction method is 

required to process, in a reasonable short time, these large data sets which typically have millions 

of frames. With respect to the first issue, we found that increasing sampling frequency increases 

the reconstruction accuracy of UFARSA, even under relatively low SNR conditions. This is 

mainly because the superimposed transients are better resolved (discriminated) at higher temporal 

resolutions, which in turn improves the event detection procedure in UFARSA. Regarding the 

second issue, we showed that UFARSA is an ultra-fast method which, even when using a 

standard modern desktop computer, requires less than 2 seconds for processing a fluorescence 

trace extracted from 1,000,000 frames. This means that the user can perform the reconstruction of 

data recorded from e.g. 20 ROIs (or neurons) for 1000 seconds at a sampling frequency of 500 

Hz, in less than 20 seconds. This makes UFARSA faster than previously established methods; 

e.g. UFARSA is at least one order of magnitude faster than the fast filter which needs around 1 

second for deconvolving a trace of 50,000 time points (Vogelstein et al. 2010).  
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As any method, UFARSA also comes with some limitations. First, before performing the actual 

reconstruction, the automatic smoothing method used by UFARSA may lead to merging of some 

superimposed fluorescence transients. To handle such cases, we introduced a specific algorithm 

to demerge such transients so that the underlying spikes can be reconstructed. However, 

especially under low SNR traces or high firing rates, this demerging algorithm does not guarantee 

to demerge all such transients. The second limitation lies in the fact that the reconstruction 

algorithm behind UFARSA is mainly based on transient amplitudes. That is, it is potentially 

sensitive to deflection artefacts in fluorescence traces, where it may falsely consider the upward-

phase of a deflection to be a transient’s rising phase. In addition to our introduced deflection 

removal algorithms in UFARSA, new methods may be required to improve handling, in 

particular, the short-lasting positive deflection artifacts. Third, to estimate the spike count per 

fluorescence transient UFARSA uses the variability in the amplitudes of transients detected 

within a trace, independently from other traces. Therefore, its spike count estimation accuracy is 

likely to reduce in the absence of sufficient information, conveyed by transient amplitudes about 

their underlying spike counts. Therefore, UFARSA may be extended to include a new algorithm 

to perform a simultaneous, or recursive, reconstruction of whole data set. This will enable using 

the overall amplitude variability in the data set for spike count estimation, which can in turn 

increase its accuracy. Finally, lowering the detection threshold of UFARSA to potentially 

improve the spike count estimation accuracy may instead lead to overestimation. This is because 

lowering the threshold can make UFARSA more prone to a false detection of relatively small, 

non-spike-evoked transients like neuropil activity. 

In sum, we believe that UFARSA, as an ultra-fast near-automatic method, is a suitable method 

for accurately reconstructing the spiking activity from large calcium imaging data sets, under a 

wide range of variabilities in the transient kinetics, sampling frequencies, firing rates, and SNRs. 

5.2. Sparsification  
Recent in vivo calcium imaging experiments, covering the first postnatal month in rodents, have 

provided a continuous monitoring of the sparsification process in intact cortex (Golshani et al. 

2009, Rochefort et al. 2009). These data show explicitly that network activity undergoes a 

dramatic transition from large cluster activity to a relatively sparse mode around the time of eye-

opening. Moreover, previous electrophysiological recordings have measured the developmental 

trajectory of several intrinsic neuronal and synaptic parameters (De Felipe et al. 1997, 
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Etherington und Williams 2011, Feldmeyer und Radnikow 2009, Golshani et al. 2009), including 

STP (Etherington und Williams 2011, Feldmeyer und Radnikow 2009). Despite these established 

experimental findings, the mechanisms underlying sparsification, and whether or how the 

developmental changes in network dynamics and those in intrinsic neuronal and synaptic 

properties are linked, remain largely unknown. 

5.2.1. Computational, dynamic systems modeling 
Considering the experimentally measured developmental trajectory of network activity measured 

by calcium imaging and those of the intrinsic neuronal and synaptic parameters, we proposed to 

use a computational, dynamic systems modeling approach to investigate the sparsification 

(Rahmati et al. 2017). 

We first modeled the in vivo activity of a developing neural network on the basis of the 

established experimental findings, during the first postnatal month. As a neural network model, 

we used an extended version of the Wilson-Cowan-type model, which accounts for both types of 

STP (Tsodyks et al. 1998); i.e. synaptic depression and facilitation mechanisms, rendering the 

synaptic strengths dynamic over time (Zucker und Regehr 2002). This neural network model is 

well-established and has been already used extensively to study the behavior of adult networks 

(Barak und Tsodyks 2007, Mongillo et al. 2008). The network is of a mean-field type and models 

the mean firing activity rates of one excitatory and one inhibitory neuronal population with both 

reciprocal- and self-synaptic connections. It has the advantage of being mathematically accessible 

and biophysically interpretable. Besides, it enables studying the developing neural networks 

based on the average effects of the experimentally measured parameters, at the network level. 

This is important, because currently no well-established immature (or developing) neuron model 

exists to allow for a spiking neural network study. Presumably, this is because many neuronal and 

synaptic parameters are unspecified and in principle need to be measured first, for this 

developmental period. Nonetheless, using the available experimental data, we were able to 

parameterize the network for four postnatal days (P): P3 (period of physiological blindness), P10 

(a few days before eye-opening), P14 (the day after eye-opening) and P20 (a few days after eye-

opening). Selecting these postnatal stages for network parameterization allowed us to cover the 

developmental states of visual cortical networks from before to after the time of eye-opening. 

Subsequently, we used the mathematical tool of stability analysis, as a well-established dynamic 

system approach (Izhikevich 2007), along with network simulations to study this developing 
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network model, in order to provide the first mechanistic insights into the developmental 

emergence of sparse coding. 

5.2.2. Underlying mechanisms 

Our results shed light on several aspects of sparsification. These include the cluster activity 

generation and its spatiotemporal characteristics, the specific maturational processes being 

essential for mediating the transition from dense to sparse coding, the potential developmental 

refinements in network information processing capabilities, and the role of GABA at the network 

level. In the following we discuss these points. 

First, we surprisingly found that a particular combination of strong synaptic depression and a 

transient unstable state, hidden in network fast (i.e. firing) dynamics allows the developing 

networks (P3 to P20) to either be mostly silent for relatively long periods or generate cluster 

activity. Besides, we found that the network is of a mono-stable type before eye-opening, with 

only one fixed point (FP) which is its stable rest state. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 

cluster activity generation mechanism at these early developmental stages is in stark contrast to 

those proposed for adult networks’ cluster activity, mainly due to the usual assumption of bi- or 

multi-stable networks (Barak und Tsodyks 2007, Millman et al. 2010).  

Secondly, our results provide for an explanation of previous experimental results suggesting that 

sparsification is dominantly mediated by intrinsic factors (Colonnese et al. 2010, Golshani et al. 

2009, Rochefort et al. 2009), whereas sensory experience during the first days after eye-opening 

may have only a modulatory contribution to this phenomenon (Rochefort et al. 2009). This is 

mainly because i) our computational modeling study, by harnessing experimentally measured 

developmental trajectories of intrinsic neuronal and synaptic parameters, revealed that 

sparsification is profoundly dependent on an elaborate, parallel refinement of not only absolute 

synaptic efficacies but also on both STP and intrinsic membrane properties, and background 

activity, and ii) experimental studies found that sensory deprivation has only a modest effect on 

the total synapse numbers (Bakkum et al. 1991). 

Thirdly, we sought to address how the sparsification process prepares an in vivo developing 

network for an effective processing of sensory inputs towards the time of eye-opening. 

Intriguingly, we found, in our model, that sparsification translates not only to a developmental 

reduction in the instability of network firing activity but also to an effective availability of the 

inhibition-stabilized network (ISN; vs. Non-ISN) regime as well as the emergence of spontaneous 
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attractors and state transition mechanisms. These results provide novel insights into 

developmental refinements in network information processing capabilities. For instance, we 

found that Non-ISN and instability may be the dominating regimes of the network before eye-

opening, and ISN regime becomes effectively available only afterwards. The Non-ISN regime 

allows immature networks to maintain their stability without a need for inhibitory transmission, 

while developmental increasing availability of ISN regime may enable the developing network 

for processing complex computations (Latham und Nirenberg 2004). Interestingly, some 

experimental observations indicate that adult cortical networks operate under an ISN regime 

(Chagnac-Amitai und Connors 1989, Ozeki et al. 2009). Moreover, the emergence of 

spontaneous attractors and state transition mechanisms (i.e. transition between FPs) in our model 

may be thought of as an early step towards representation of perceptual stimuli in developing 

networks. 

Fourthly, we addressed the open question about the role of GABA at the network level during the 

first postnatal week. In our model, we found that blocking inhibitory, but not excitatory, 

GABAergic synapses leads to a decrease in cluster activity size. Interestingly, this result supports 

recent in vivo findings that GABA inhibits intact immature networks in neocortex and 

hippocampus (Kirmse et al. 2015, Valeeva et al. 2016, Minlebaev et al. 2007). At the same time, 

this result is in contrast to the findings of most in vitro studies reporting that GABA acts as 

excitatory or both excitatory and inhibitory at the network level (Ben-Ari et al. 2007). 

Importantly, our modeling result indicates that even when GABA is able to depolarize immature 

neurons in vivo (Kirmse et al. 2015), it can still confine the cluster activity size (as also observed 

experimentally (Kirmse et al. 2015)) via attenuating the instability effect on network activity. 

In sum, this work, by providing a strong link between experimental findings and model behavior, 

elucidates how adult sparse coding networks may emerge developmentally.  

5.3. Conclusion and outlook 
Taken together, in this thesis we introduced novel reconstruction methods (CaBBI and UFARSA) 

for calcium imaging data, and presented a unified modeling approach, enabling us to combine 

findings based on these data with a well-established computational modeling approach, to 

elucidate novel mechanistic insights into the developmental emergence of sparse coding. 

By developing CaBBI, we could provide a novel way of analyzing calcium imaging data in terms 

of biophysical parameters and variables. In contrast to established reconstruction methods, 
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CaBBI will enable the experimenters to reliably access the underlying biophysical quantities 

(rather than only spiking activities), and infer, or even test specific hypothesis regarding, the 

changes in biophysical parameters; e.g. caused by pharmacological interventions. Moreover, 

CaBBI can be considered as the first step toward establishing “spiking neural networks” of 

biophysical neuron models, where an extension of its generative models should enable inferring 

the network’s biophysical quantities, from large-scale calcium imaging data. 

By developing UFARSA, we provided for an ultra-fast, near-automatic method for an accurate 

reconstruction of spiking activities. Importantly, we expect UFARSA, relative to other methods, 

to notably speed up and ease the analysis of e.g. long-term calcium imaging data or data showing 

systematic variation in the transient kinetics or firing rates, and at the same time to minimize the 

need for user interaction or experience in the method. Furthermore, it will allow experimenters to 

perform an effective correction of frequently observed artifacts, including fast large negative 

deflections or rather complex, low frequency component temporal drifts. This artifact-correction 

can in turn enable more reliable post-processing analysis of the data.  

By establishing and extending a novel application of a well-established computational modeling 

approach to developing neural networks, along with integrating recent experimental findings 

(including those based on calcium imaging), we could elucidate mechanistically how adult sparse 

coding networks emerge developmentally. In particular, we addressed the potential mechanisms 

governing cluster activity generation and its spatiotemporal characteristics, the specific 

maturational processes mediating sparsification process, as well as the developmental 

refinements in network information processing capabilities preparing it for an effective 

processing of sensory stimuli towards the postnatal onset of vision. Beyond these key findings, 

we expect our approach to guide future research about postnatal development of neural networks, 

by providing concrete predications that can be tested experimentally.  

In sum, the methods and models described in this thesis provide for an advanced computational 

analysis of calcium imaging data, thereby facilitating the functional analysis of neuronal 

assemblies under diverse physiological and pathophysiological conditions. 
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